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Our new timetable of issues will allow us to put more of a focus on 
what we have in place to celebrate Easter and Christmas plus the  

restart of activities after the summer. Plans are as follows: 
Issue Articles in by Copies come out 
Easter 2022  23rd March 30th March 
Autumn 2022  24th August 31st August 
Christmas 2022 16th November 23rd November 
Easter 2023 15th March 22nd March 
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From the Manse 
 

Dear friends, 

Journeying apprehensively into 2022, I 
wonder how many of you have found and 
embraced the new normal, your new normal. 

As a linked charge we have experienced many 
changes as 2021 unfolded into yet more 
unexpected discoveries and challenges. So 
much seemed to be outside our control. We 
have risen to these challenges and continue to move forward in faith. 

What I quickly realised was that the one constant throughout it all 
was the presence, love and peace of God which carried us through. 
There has been much pain, tears and laughter—not always in equal 
parts—but there has also been hope, light and the Holy Spirit guiding 
and renewing us. 

As 2022 unfolds I wonder where we will find God in our communities; 
for we must find him and serve him by serving others to his glory 
and adoration. 

May God bless you as you learn to become comfortable in your new 
normal in 2022. 

Rev Mairi. 

 

Diary dates 

Communion Services 
Maundy Thursday evening at Ardoch: Thursday 14th April 
Spring Communion both churches:  Sunday 15th May 
Autumn Communion both churches: Sunday 6th November 
 
Joint Services (all at 10:00am) 
In Ardoch 22nd May; 7th, 14th, 21st, 28th August 
In Blackford 3rd, 10th, 17th, 24th, 31st July; 30th October 

 
Are you on email? Do we have your address?  
Can we keep in touch with you as a member of our 
congregation this way? Please email your Session Clerk 
(addresses opposite) or talk to us one Sunday morning. 



Ardoch Kirk Session 
The attendance at the Sunday Services 
has been quite stable over the last three 
months and others have been regularly 
livestreaming from their own homes. 
Since the COVID pandemic the Kirk Session has been delegating and 
sharing more responsibilities in the running of the church. Every 
member of the Kirk Session and the church is a gifted person one 
way or another. It is the task of the church to release these gifts and 
encourage members to serve and use their personal talents for the 
running of the church. 

Stuart Brannen, our treasurer, has retired from his post and we are 
looking for a new treasurer to replace him. If anyone is interested or 
would like more information, please contact Mairi or me. Our grateful 
thanks to Stuart for looking after our financial affairs so competently 
and diligently. His accountancy skills and dedicated service were 
expended in the caring for all the church accounts. 

Jim Dawson has retired from the church choir after fifty four years 
of service and also from church bell ringing after thirty five years of 
service. This is an extraordinary example of dedication and 
commitment to Ardoch Parish Church. He has been conscientious in 
both of these duties which were carried out with Christian fire and 
zest. On behalf of Mairi, Kirk Session and the congregation we give 
Jim a sincere and well deserved “thank you.” 
Charles Robertson, Session Clerk 

Blackford Kirk Session 
We were pleased to accept the invitation of the Church of Scotland 
last year and participate in the National Giving Day initiative. With 
donations kindly given by our members and congregation together 
with proceeds from MUSICFEST21, our total raised was £1869.98. 
Our sincere thanks go to everyone who was able to support this 
initiative. 

The beautiful wooden planters made and donated by Tony Perkins 
have been planted up with springtime bulbs given by Moira Hanslip 
and we look forward to the flowers making a welcome and colourful 
appearance in the next few months.  

Winter has put a temporary hold on progress with our “ROOT66” 
prayer labyrinth project. However, once Spring is sprung then we 
hope to get back on track again to continue with our plans to create 
a Biblical themed garden around the labyrinth. If you would like to be 
involved and help in this project then please contact Sandy Marshall 
on 682354 or email sannocksongs@gmail.com 
Sandy Marshall, Joint Session Clerk 
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What Mairi said to the Scottish 
Parliament at Time For Reflection  

Presiding Officer and members of the 
Parliament, thank you for your invitation 
to address you this afternoon. On starting 
my training for ministry, I knew that it 
was going to be good, but I never knew 
that it would be this good. 

On the night of my ordination, I knew in my heart that I had not 
been ordained simply to be a minister but that I had been ordained 
to ministry, because ministry is the serving of others in a world in 
which pain and darkness too often prevail in people’s lives. Ministry is 
about listening to people’s stories, pain and happiness and simply 
holding them until you find the light, bringing hope into the lives of 
the vulnerable, poor, marginalised and discriminated against in our 
society, striving to give them equity. It struck me that that is exactly 
what all of you signed up to do as members of the Scottish 
Parliament—to serve the needs of the people of Scotland, no matter 
how difficult, unpleasant or unpopular that might be. 

I have a favourite passage in the Bible that teaches me how to serve 
and shine a light into people’s darkness. It is in Matthew, chapter 25, 
starting at verse 35. It says: 

“For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was 
thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and 
you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick 
and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me. 

Then the righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you 
hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to drink? 
When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing 
clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in prison and 
go to visit you?’ 

The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of 
the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’” 

Everyone needs to see the light in the darkness; they sometimes just 
need a little help. My prayer for you is for the wisdom to strive to be 
the light bearer for others. 

I leave you with the words of the young black American poet 
Amanda Gorman: 

For there is always light, 
If only we’re brave enough to see it, 
If only we’re brave enough to be it. 



Ardoch Youth Group 
This has been another busy spell for Ardoch Youth Group, with 
neither COVID nor weather stopping our youth mission work. And we 
couldn’t do without the fabulous help of our Junior Leaders, Daniel 
and Eleanor Thomas. To know more email ardochyouth@gmail.com  

Hot Chocolate Club 
We have continued to meet on the 2nd Friday of the month and are 
now planning on meeting twice a month, much to the joy of the 
group. We have met outside round the fire pit for most of these 
sessions and still we have been blessed with mild evenings. 

The group’s Refuweegees Welcome Pack Appeal proved to be a great 
success and over 20 welcome packs were amassed: well done and 
thanks to all who contributed. We were also thrilled to see our COP26 
banner hanging from New College in Edinburgh. 

The group then moved on to Advent and once again were delighted 
to be asked to contribute to the Sunday services. Videos were 
recorded using resources from Spill the Beans which looked at how 
our senses are overwhelmed with wonderful sights and sounds, 
smells, tastes and textures. We encouraged everyone to savour these 
throughout the festive season and use them to help us engage with 
and remember the Advent stories. Week 1:There Will be Signs, Week 
2: Bringing the Light, Week 3: Good News is Here and Week 4: 
Leaping for Joy. Each video was giving an introduction by a Youth 
Group team member during the service when we also led a prayer 
and lit the Advent Candle. The group also help to lead the Christmas 
Day Service when we celebrated Jesus’ birthday and yes candles 
were lit and flapped out and there was birthday cake for all, 
individually made and boxed by Lyndsey. The Hot Choccers recorded 
additional material for this special service including a wee story from 
the church mouse, Granny Maisie, and another by Carol Ann Duffy. 
All these videos are available on the church website under the Youth 
Group tab 

This month the group plans to meet around the fire pit on the 14th 
and 28th unless the protections change or the weather is so 
atrocious that we have to cancel. 



Forest Mission 
Our newest adventure has continued to grow, all be it slowly, but 
very well received. Each session follows a different theme and in 
November we based the session on the Scripture Union resource “In 
Search of the Light” with games such as feeling in a bag of things 
that light up and blindfolded ‘find the keys’ along with crafts (lantern 
making) all inspired by Jesus saying “I am the light of the world.” 

For our final Forest Mission of 2021, we combined another favourite 
Advent event and did a Christingle Forest Mission. Maybe we were 
not quite so fortunate with the weather but we had the fire pit and 
gazebos and nobody seemed to mind. We made wooden snowmen 
decorations (many thanks to Lyndsey’s dad for cutting up the pieces) 
plus Christingles. We played a version of the shopping memory 
game, I went to Bethlehem and saw… Lyndsey told the Christmas 
story using Makaton and, as always, we had hot chocolate and 
homemade biscuits which were Christingles too. We completed the 
day with our Christingle Service held in the woods and we even had 
music to accompany our carol singing thanks to IT guru Christine. 

New Adventures – Bookbug Sessions 
Bookbug is a Scotland’s universal early years book 
gifting programme and aims to inspire a love of stories, 
songs and rhymes from birth. Sharing stories, songs 
and rhymes with babies and young children has many 
benefits including supporting children’s language, 
learning and social skills. It’s fun, free and simple, and 
the benefits will last their lifetime. 

Bookbug sessions are aimed at children from birth to preschool and 
will be led monthly by Lyndsey Thomas in Ardoch Church Hall. Mums, 
dads and carers are invited to come along and enjoy sharing stories, 
songs and rhymes with their little ones.  

Lyndsey has begun her training and we hope to roll this new venture 
out in February  

Blackford’s Hot Chocolate 
We’ve met with around a dozen secondary girls this 
session—no boys—on our monthly Friday nights in the 
church. We have board games, table tennis, pool and now 
badminton in the new space in the sanctuary; the stilt 
walking left over from the In-service day Holiday Club was 
also popular. Our discussions over Hot Chocolate take us 
into some aspect of faith and life.  

With this new turn over of attendees we didn’t produce a Christmas 
Eve film this year but it was still great to have three members join us 
with families on the night.  



Inspirational New Year Wishes for 2022 
New Year is celebrated with great passion in every corner of the 
world. People everywhere are excited about this time which tends to 
bring up new options and opportunities. 

Inspirations in the New Year play a vital role for people, and these 
inspirations can be anything. An inspiration to perform harder at your 
work; to get promoted; to talk nicely to others and spread good 
words amongst everyone; to get closer to your siblings; to forgive; to 
convert your work potential into reality; to work out, control your 
diet or many such things. Sending New Year wishes works as 
inspiration for others as you know what kind of inspirations your 
friends, family and loved ones want; you give them inspirational 
wishes which will create a will in them to work the same way. 

Leave behind your difficulties of 2021. Make this New Year a fresh 
start with new strength and new thoughts. Every new day begins 
with possibilities. It’s up to us to fill it with things that move us 
toward progress and peace. 

Keep your faith in the Almighty strong. He will never be early and 
never be late. Your time is being decided. Wait for the best time and 
stay focused on your aim and you will achieve it. 
Charles Robertson 
 
Ardoch IT Update Jan 2022 
The IT project has now settled down with a team well equipped to 
support our services, the Guild meetings and the Sing-a-longs. The 
Guild and Sing-a-long meetings are currently suspended but will 
hopefully restart when people are confident, and allowed, to come 
along again. We hope to welcome a few younger members to our 
team to ‘man’ the equipment but are still happy to welcome 
volunteers who may just wish to type up some words when required. 

A big vote of thanks to Daniel and his dad, Michael, who manned the 
IT desk on Christmas morning, flying solo, and doing a very good job 
by all accounts! 

The Sunday service is available from 11:25 
on Livestream from either church website 
and a recording available thereafter on the 
sites or by searching for the Ardoch Parish 
Church channel on the YouTube app of your 
smart TV. 

Please visit the website for updates from the Guild, Youth activities 
from the Hot Chocolate Club and Thought for the Week. 
Ardoch IT Team 



Ardoch Manse 
A new kitchen is being installed in January. 
The current kitchen was installed approx. 
30 years ago and during that time the 
house was rented for 12 years. The kitchen 
is showing its age and is really no longer fit 
for purpose.   

The new kitchen will provide a lighter, 
brighter space, improved lighting and electric sockets, a much better 
lay out with more counter space and a better mix of deep drawers 
and cupboards. The cooker required to be replaced but all the other 
free standing appliances are in good condition. The floor covering 
was replaced last year and will be retained. 

This was agreed by session earlier in 2021 and due to COVID it has 
taken longer than expected to get every thing in place. The 
Investment Team has identified money for the kitchen from the 
Manse Fabric Fund held for Ardoch Church by the central offices of 
the Church of Scotland. 

There has also been an ongoing problem with the heating and a 
Heating Engineer has now checked the system and given a detailed 
report identifying the problems. The plan is to have this attended to 
as soon as possible. 
Liz Patterson 

What are we here for? - Five Marks of Mission 
Our 2020 General 
Assembly endorsed the 
Five Marks of Mission, 
agreeing that for the 
church to be fit for 
purpose, these marks 
must be evidenced at 
local, regional and 
national levels. 

The call to Christ's 
people remains clear: to 
do and to be something 
for Christ and to serve 
within the world in need. 
Church is not something 
we attend or don’t attend but rather it’s something we are.  

Perth Presbytery and all Kirk Sessions will be working with these five 
marks during 2022 to try to identify congregations likely to grow and 
from there to plan the future allocation of ministry resources. 



Date 
Readers Ardoch/

Blackford 
Lectionary readings for that week 

16 
Jan 

John Souter 
Laura Peacock 

Isaiah 62.1-5; Psalm 36.5-10; 
1 Corinthians 12.1-11; John 2.1-11 

23 
Jan 

Maureen James 
Isla Peacock 

Nehemiah 8.1-10; Psalm 19; 
1 Corinthians 12.12-31a; Luke 4.14-21 

30 
Jan 

Lyndsey Thomas 
Robyn Peacock 

Jeremiah 1.4-10; Psalm 71.1-6; 
1 Corinthians 13.1-13; Luke 4.21-30 

6 
Feb 

Sally Young 
Thelma McNaught 

Isaiah 6.1-13; Psalm 138; 
1 Corinthians 15.1-11; Luke 5.1-11 

13 
Feb 

Charles Robertson 
Shona Stewart 

Jeremiah 17.5-10; Psalm 1; 
1 Corinthians 15.12-20; Luke 6.17-26 

20 
Feb 

William Hensley 
Jeannette Barr 

Genesis 45.3-15; Psalm 37.1-11,39-40; 
1 Corinthians 15.35-50; Luke 6.27-38 

27 
Feb 

Joyce Wighton 
Laura Peacock 

Exodus 34.29-35; Psalm 99; 
2 Corinthians 3.12–4.2; Luke 9.28-43 

6 
Mar 

Pat Duncan 
Moira Hanslip 

Deuteronomy 26.1-11; Psalm 91.1-16; 
Romans 10.8b-13; Luke 4.1-13 

13 
Mar 

Peter Scott 
Karen Shaw 

Genesis 15.1-12,17-18; Psalm 27;  
Philippians 3.17–4.1; Luke 13.31-35 

20 
Mar 

Liz Paterson 
Isla Peacock 

Isaiah 55.1-9; Psalm 63.1-8; 
1 Corinthians 10.1-13; Luke 13.1-9 

27 
Mar 

Mike Boxer 
Robyn Peacock 

Joshua 5.9-12; Psalm 32; 
2 Corinthians 5.16-21; Luke 15.1-32  

3 
April 

Eleanor Thomas 
John Graham 

Isaiah 43.16-21; Psalm 126; 
 Philippians 3.4b-14; John 12.1-8  

Should you be unable to find a replacement please contact John Graham 
(Blackford) on (01764) 218734 or jag_annfield@hotmail.com or Christine 
Souter (Ardoch) on csouterbraco@aol.com or 07767 380011.  

Our Bible Reading 
The table below offers a pattern of 
Bible reading that leads us to Old 
and New Testaments taking in 
Gospels, Psalms, Prophets and 
Letters.  

We don’t read them all on a Sunday 
but if you’re looking for structure 
and variety, this is a possible source and pattern to broaden your 
Bible engagement beyond Sunday morning.  

mailto:jag_annfield@hotmail.com
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Serving on Sundays—and throughout the week 

 

 

 

 

 

Flowers brighten up 
our platforms and 
brighten the week 
for those who 
receive them later. 

Thanks to all those 
on this rota and to 
Helen Laing and 
Jenny Kemp who 
lead this ministry. 

 Date Ardoch Blackford 

16 Jan Morag Smillie Margaret Earle 

23 Jan Dorothy Scott Helen Laing  

30 Jan Liz Paterson Karen Shaw 

6 Feb Pat Duncan Robert Millar  

13 Feb Anne Walker Sheila Wight  

20 Feb Lilian Ayre Jean Robertson  

27 Feb Jenny Kemp Jane Roy  

6 Mar Margaret Ferguson Jeannette Barr  

13 Mar Moira Hay Shona Stewart  

20 Mar Gillian Scott Jessie Wilson  

27 Mar Christine Souter Moira Hanslip  

Both our church buildings are responsible to Perth and Kinross 
Council inspection and approval for our food safety standards. We 
are therefore committed to an appropriate level of training for 
anyone who is involved in serving the church and community in this 
way. The Church of Scotland is encouraging and enabling this 
through the provision of some of this training in a 2 hour online 
package to work through—and there’s no test. So if you are involved 
in any of the following ways, please speak to one of us below before 
serving in this way this year: 

 Home baking or other food preparation at home 
 Preparing meals in the church building 
 Serving teas and coffees, etc, for the church or other groups 
 Helping with the dishes and clearing up 

Don’t worry—you don’t have to do a two hour course to dry dishes, 
but we need to talk you through a few ways that commercial 
kitchens are different from being at home. 

Likewise preparing low risk foods such as baking is fine, but we need 
to be confident about a few matters like allergies when we offer it. 
Gordon & Jane Roy, Heather McDonald  



Blackford’s MUSICFEST21 
Our 2nd annual music festival took 
place during the last weekend of 
October and what a great weekend it 
was with the church filled with music! 

With COVID guidelines in place and the 
building in musical décor, our Friday 
night session hit the right note with 
many local musicians and singers coming along to share songs and 
tunes together.  

The “Big Concert” on the Saturday 
evening was a very special event with 
concert compere Gordon Roy in great 
form welcoming our local performers to 
the stage. There were many highlights 
of the evening and everyone enjoyed 
the wonderful talents of the Blackford 
Fiddle Group, Blackford Bells, Finlay 
Yearsley, Tarneybackle and the brilliant Ben Norris and dad, Graham.  

Our Sunday morning joint service with 
Ardoch was well attended and in tune 
with Moira Hanslip at the organ and 
piano leading our worship. Later that 
day we hosted our “Afternoon Tune 
Tea” and once again our Blackford 
Fiddlers and other musicians, including 
accordionist Richard Bolton, were there 
to support the event. We were even 
treated to a couple of songs by one of the village’s most senior 
residents, George Stoneley accompanied by Moira Hanslip on piano. 
What a wonderful moment which encapsulated the spirit of our 
MUSICFEST that music is for everyone to enjoy. 

Once again, we sincerely thank all our performers, supporters and 
everyone who came along to the events. It was wonderful to be back 
together and enjoy live music again. 

We look forward to this year and the last weekend in October 
between 28th to 30th for MUSICFEST22. Make a note in your diary! 

Blackford Church Burns Supper 
We had been planning for and looking forward to a Burns Supper this 
month as well. However with the ongoing strong recommendation to 
suspend church hospitality at this stage in the pandemic, that will 
have to wait for another occasion. 
Sandy Marshall and Laura Peacock 



Acoustic Music Club 
This exciting new club, hosted by Blackford Parish Church, invites all 
musicians, singers and music lovers to come along once a month to 
relax, enjoy and join in with an evening of spontaneous and 
unrehearsed live music amongst friends. 

The club will meet on the last Thursday of each month starting on 
24th February from 8.00pm with tea/coffee available. Cost is £3 per 
person each evening with under 18’s free. 

It is hoped that the club will provide a great opportunity for our 
village musicians and singers to meet up on a regular basis and enjoy 
making music together. With its informal atmosphere, this might also 
help create a place to share ideas or develop skills with different 
songs and tunes.  

If you would like more information, please contact me on 682354 or 
email sannocksongs@gmail.com 
Sandy Marshall 
 
Blythswood Appeal 2022 (Blackford) 
Knitting has begun for the 2022 shoe box appeal. If 
you would like to help with this I have wool and 
needles that you can have - snoods, gloves, 
scarves, squares for blankets are all greatly appreciated. Crocheted 
squares are also welcome and I am happy to sew them together into 
a blanket. There is also wool on cones suitable for machine knitting if 
anyone has - or knows of someone - who would be able to use this 
wool. Many thanks to all the ladies who knit - and everyone who 
gives us donations of wool for this appeal. 

Any questions please contact me on 07986 614027. Shona Stewart 
 
Bible Study 
It was great to return to this four chapter narrative several times 
over the autumn seeing the family line of King David and King Jesus 
fall into place through a story of broken hearts and broken families.  
 
Growing faith at home 
The Blackford Sunday services and children’s work draws from Roots 
resources related to the Bible passage for the day. We’ve got “Roots 
at home material” for all ages as part of that and each church also 
issues an 8 page Order of Service each week in print or by email. 
Contact your elder or the Session Clerks to get access to these. 
School assemblies are also put on the Blackford Website for a few 
weeks to stimulate discussion at home as families. If you’d like help 
with how to talk about faith at home, please get in touch with us. 

mailto:sannocksongs@gmail.com
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Ardoch Pastoral Care (Outreach Team) 
We aim to be a practical caring team not only for our committed 
church members but also for needs known to us within the wider 
community. The fellowship of the church is the foundation for our 
Pastoral Care because we believe that Scripture encourages everyone 
to be loving and caring towards one another. This happens quite 
naturally in a small community, but we do rely on needs being made 
known directly to the members of the Pastoral Care Team and we 
can deal with situations as they arise.  

• Christmas Gifts were delivered to deserving members of our 
community. Christmas Cards were delivered to every household in 
the Parish. 

• As soon as COVID restrictions are easier we hope we will be able to 
restart the community lunches. 

• We now have two wheelchairs at the church. In recent months 
there have been requests for the loan of them. Accidents happen, 
so if anyone is in need of one please contact a team member. 

May the Lord bless you with more joys than you expected…bigger 
accomplishments than you dreamed of…and greater gifts of his love 
than you can imagine. 

The team contacts are: Charles 880947, Barbara 880509, Lillian 
880483, Heather 880506, Anne 880347 
 
Blackford’s Amazing November Holiday Club 
Mark records several times that Jesus amazed people. So when we 
were looking for themes to follow up summer’s On Your Marks 
Holiday Club material for a school in-service day we turned to the 
paralysed man who walked out the house with his sins forgiven and 
the deaf and mute man who Jesus healed.  

Our 25 primary pupils took home a carefully crafted house as well as 
the means to retell one of the stories at home with four bits of card. 
They also worked on the church Christmas card by taking a mosaic 
tile each to create this message “Emmanuel—God with us.” With 
quizzes, indoor and outdoor games, Circus Skills, a Veggietales video, 
packed lunches and new action songs it was a great day.  
Gordon Roy 



Blackford Baptism and the Cradle Roll 

The Sacrament of Baptism is an important day in a 
person’s life. In the Church of Scotland adults can 
choose to be baptised, but mostly we associate 
baptism with the parents’ choice for their child. 

At a child’s baptism a parent or parents promise to 
teach the truths and duties of the Christian faith 
and by prayer and example to bring their child up 
in the life and worship of the Church. 

The Godparents and the congregation also confirm 
their faith and promise to help to involve the child 
in Church life. Details are then entered in the 
Baptismal Register which at Blackford goes back to the Baptism of 
John McCrae in 1875. We have re instituted the Cradle Roll and a few 
years ago we held a well attended service for those people who were 
listed on this new Cradle Roll which goes back to July 1962. 

A few years ago, the Kirk Session decided that every child baptised in 
Blackford should receive a card on the Anniversary of their Baptism 
until they become secondary school age. It is hoped that by doing 
this, all will be reminded of the importance of the Baptism Day and of 
their growth in the Christian faith and also encourage families to 
come along to join with our church activities. It is my hope that each 
year when the Anniversary card arrives, the parent may take some 
time to talk about the Baptism Day, perhaps who their Godparents 
are and some highlights of the day and ongoing faith development. 

In our Christian lives, promises we make before God are so 
important. Children are welcomed into the life of the church at their 
Baptism and those who make promises on their behalf are 
responsible for nurturing their love, faith and knowledge of God. A 
public profession of faith at a later date brings people of any age into 
full membership of the local church and of the global family of 
Christians as followers of Jesus. Moira Hanslip 



Why Makaton? 
You will now be getting used to our Makaton content in our services. 
It all started with a conversation with the late Jamie Dawson from 
Ardoch. Jamie’s son Ross uses Makaton to communicate with friends 
and family, and in a conversation before Jamie passed away he told 
Mairi about the importance of more people learning to communicate 
using Makaton. He challenged Mairi to make it a priority for her to 
learn. Mairi did this studying, attaining up to level 4 Makaton and 
now we want to share it with you. 

Makaton is a language programme that uses symbols, signs and 
speech to enable people to communicate. In church we have been 
using the signs, many of which are taken from British Sign Language. 
In Forest Mission, we also used the symbols to provide visual cues to 
help the children recall the key people in the nativity story and to 
play a memory game.  

Makaton is designed to be used alongside speech to support children 
who find language learning tricky, however some people use it 
throughout their lives. Signs and visual supports can help with 
understanding language and with expressive language.  

Being able to communicate is one of the most important skills we 
need in life. Almost everything we do involves communication: 
everyday tasks such as learning at school, asking for food and drink, 
sorting out problems, making friends and having fun. These all rely 
on our ability to communicate with each other. 

All languages depend on more than one person knowing the 
language – the person who is talking or signing and the person who 
is listening. So, whilst, at the moment, there is no one in our 
congregation who depends on Makaton, it is really helpful for us to 
learn the signs, so that we are prepared if and when someone does 
join us. 

We could start by learning how 
to respond to Mairi when she 
says “Good morning.” 

I was trained in Makaton many 
years ago and don’t routinely 
use it at work anymore due to 
the change in my client group, 
which is why I am a little rusty! I 
am really happy to support Mairi 
and the congregation as we 
move forwards with becoming a 
more inclusive church.  
Lyndsey and Mairi 



What’s the follow up to the biggest international 
summit ever hosted in the UK?  
As a national church, we are wanting to create and 
take opportunities to share our belief in the importance 
of safeguarding God's creation. But how does that 
shape our thinking or behaviour? 

So to help our thinking, what do you think Jesus would think and do 
about the environment, if he were physically here today? 
• Would Jesus drive a petrol car? 
• Would Jesus eat organic? 
• Would Jesus join climate change protests? 
• Would Jesus recycle? 
• Would Jesus petition the government for environmental changes? 
• Would Jesus compost? 
• Would Jesus be a vegetarian? 
• Would Jesus be a vegan? 
• What else might Jesus do, if he were here now? 
Does your life and care for the environment look like the Jesus you 
imagined? How do our lives need to be transformed to be more like 
Jesus? Maybe this is to do with your care of the environment or 
maybe there’s something else in your life that needs to change.  

Gus Speth, climate scientist 

Here are the missing slides from our service on 9th January. If the 
BBC were to write an epitaph about you, how would it compare? Can 
folk see the difference that Christian faith makes?  

I used to think that the top environmental problems were biodiversity 
loss, ecosystem collapse and climate change. I thought that thirty 
years of good science could address these problems. I was wrong. 

The top environmental problems are selfishness, greed, and apathy, 
and to deal with these we need a cultural and spiritual 

transformation. And we scientists don’t know how to do that. 



Ardoch Guild: Look Forward in Faith 
We can certainly look forward in faith this new year but 
I’m afraid it is still with a good deal of uncertainty. I 
think we need to accept we will not go back to the old 
normal, but onwards and upwards to a different future—
where we don't send masses of Christmas cards! I did 

appreciate the many cards and texts we received from the church 
family. Thank you, and warm best wishes to you all. 

It was so good we did meet over autumn to hear Mairi, to make 
poppies with Pat, and for Christmas party time led by Liz. My grateful 
thanks to all who have taken these meetings in my absence: 
grandkids childcare is unfortunately clashing this school session. 

So to 2022 and the committee took the unanimous decision to cancel 
our Burns Celebration in early January. Our thoughts and prayers 
should be with John Duncan at this time, having had so much of his 
festive repertoire cancelled at such short notice. And our remaining 
meetings... who knows? We have already decided not to invite other 
Guilds to Blether with Beat on 3/2/22, whether we gather together or 
perhaps go back to Zoom remains to be seen.  

Pat shall keep all members up to date with her monthly Keeping you 
in the Loop.  

Let me leave you on a positive note courtesy of M.McL, 

Good day and welcome to Flight 2022 
We are prepared to take off into the New Year 
Please make sure your Positive Attitude and 

gratitude are secured and locked in the upright position. 
All self destruct devices: pity, anger, selfishness, pride, 

and resentment should be turned off at this time. 
All negativity, hurt, and discouragement should be put away. 

Should you lose your Positive Attitude under pressure during this 
flight, reach up and pull down a prayer. 

Prayers will automatically be activated by Faith. 
Once your Faith is activated, you can assist other passengers 

who are of little Faith. 
There will be NO BAGGAGE allowed on this flight. 

God, our Captain, has cleared us for take-off. 
Destination - GREATNESS! 

Wishing you a New Year filled with new HOPE, new JOY and new 
BEGINNINGS! Stay Blessed! And welcome in 2022. 
Heather McDonald, President 



Advent in Blackford 
Each week our young people had an opportunity to illustrate that 
week’s Advent theme with a craft. The images below are from the 
weeks where we looked at peace and love.  

Looking back to Christ’s first coming to earth and looking ahead to 
his second coming also bring our other two responses—joy and hope.  

Great oaks from little acorns grow 
The 2021 General Assembly urged churches 
to adopt ACORN and so to ‘practise mission at 
grass roots level, and to gain confidence in 
effective discipleship.’ 

The ACORN Programme sees members daily 
asking God ‘who are you nudging me to reach 
out to today?’ This is especially relevant at a time when there is an 
epidemic of loneliness. A recent survey revealed one in four adults 
can’t remember the last time someone outside their family called to 
ask how they were. So what’s involved in ACORN? 

Ask: Lord is there someone you are nudging me to reach out to? 

Call: God will call us; it might not be dramatic and it may take 
practice for us to recognise that nudging as being from God. 

Obey: Follow God’s prompting and ask that person, “How are you?” 
then see where that goes. Listen out for what the real answer is.  

Report: Find someone in the church community to tell your story to. 
It’s not a gossip opportunity but a potentially thrilling time to share 
God at work. 

Notice: What’s God doing now in us as we tell our stories? We grow 
as disciples as we engage in mission. 

Let’s take this initiative to grow together. Perhaps that’s taking the 
initiative as families or with those who we tend to sit near in church 
or who we drink coffee with during the week.  



Luke 1 □ 

Luke 2 □ 

Luke 3 □ 

Luke 4 □ 

Luke 5 □ 

Luke 6 □ 

Luke 7 □ 

Luke 8 □ 

Luke 9 □ 

Luke 10 □ 

Luke 11 □ 

Luke 12 □ 

Luke 13 □ 

Luke 14 □ 

Luke 15 □ 

Luke 16 □ 

Luke 17 □ 

Luke 18 □ 

Luke 19 □ 

Luke 20 □ 

Luke 21 □ 

Luke 22 □ 

Luke 23 □ 

Luke 24 □ 

In 2022, we’re spending a lot of time in Luke’s Gospel. Our service on 
Sunday 9th January started that introduction to Luke and his writing; 
that can be found on the Ardoch website and YouTube channel. 
Luke’s Gospel divides into four sections by time and geography. After 
the birth and childhood narratives, Luke focuses on what Jesus did in 
and around Galilee. The journey to Jerusalem then changes the 
emphasis from miracles to teaching. Jerusalem is the final location of 
this gospel of salvation as it’s here that the death, resurrection and 
ascension of Jesus offers forgiveness and new life. 

To understand the book a bit more, look for the Bible Project films 
for Luke on YouTube or visit paintinglukesgospel.org.uk to explore 
the gospel differently. Most importantly, read Luke’s 24 chapters. 

http://www.paintinglukesgospel.org.uk

